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THE OFFICIAL PUBLICATION OF THE BUDGERIGAR SOCIETY OF NEW ZEALAND  IN THIS ISSUE 

Council Chatter and President’s 
Report 
A new-look Bulletin and information on the 
distribution of the paperwork for the upcoming 
AGM are some of this month’s topics of interest. 
Remember to use the Letters to the Editor 
forum to communicate directly with Council or 
share your views and ideas. 
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Letters to the Editor  

A response from the Judges Panel to the Letter 
to the Editor in the last Bulletin, with helpful 
information regarding the place of Overseas 
Judges in our New Zealand Show setting. 

    Page 3 

Pre-Purchase Inspections to 
Prevent Disease Transmission 

This informative article is designed for the new, 
and not so new, breeder to assist with selecting 
birds that will meet your needs for new stock 
while ensuring that your aviary is not subject to 
the introduction of unwanted disease. Hamish 
Baron graduated from the University of 
Queensland with a BVSc(Hons) and he works in 
Brisbane as an Intern in the Small Animal Clinic 
at the University of Queensland.           Page 4 

 
 
 

Around the Clubs  
We have short interesting reports from the 
Auckland Met Club who had a Budgie Get 
Together at Vince Huston’s home and a report 
on the Pied Society Garden Show. These 
activities were held over the last two 
weekends in February. The Rotorua Club has 
a Show this weekend and we have some 
information that missed out on getting into 
the Yearbook!                     

Page 5 

Visiting a Couple of English 
Aviaries 
Keith Flockhart reports to members on the 
experiences he had visiting a couple of top 
quality English studs. 
    Page 6 

Resignation of the BSNZ 
Bulletin Editor & Advertising 
Rates 
The letter received from Jason Walker, our 
Bulletin Editor is printed here in full for your 
information and our thanks and appreciation 
for his service to our Society are recorded in 
various places in the Bulletin. 
     Page 7 

Federation Letter 
Confirmation from Federation regarding the 
use of non-BSNZ rings at Shows. 
    Page 9 

 

The 2013 Australian National 
Budgerigar Council Show & 
Congratulations to Warren 
Wilson 
If a holiday in Queensland to attend the 
Australian National Show sounds appealing 
check here for further information.   STOP 
PRESS NEWS  
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Council Chatter 

by: Sheryl Baron, BSNZ, Secretary 

 
The Bulletin: 
Our NZBS Bulletin is being presented this 
month in a new style and format. This has 
come about for a variety of reasons. At its 
January meeting, the Council embarked upon 
a review of the Bulletin based upon a variety 
of questions posed by the Editor and upon 
feedback that had been received by members 
of the Council from members. As a result of 
this review we are delighted to share with the 
membership the following changes to the 
format of the NZBS Bulletin:  

 The Bulletin will now be a bi-
monthly publication.  

 It will be in your e-mail Inboxes in 
the first week of March, May, July, 
September and November; and in 
your post boxes a few days later. 

 The new format Bulletin will be 
shorter than the one you have been 
receiving four times a year so look 
forward to Bulletins of up to ten 
pages every two months. 

 As the official publication of the 
New Zealand Budgerigar Society 
you are invited to submit “Letters to 
the Editor” on topics of interest or 
concern to you. The Council will 
ensure that all letters are responded 
to in the Bulletin following 
publication of each letter.  

 The advertising rates for the 
Bulletin have been changed to 
encourage any and all of you to 
place advertising that supports you 
in your workplace or business or as a 
place to advertise Club events, sales 
and information. Detail about the 
rates is elsewhere in the Bulletin. 

 As a direct result of these changes 
we are saddened to inform you that 
we have received the resignation of 
the current Editor of the Bulletin, 
Jason Walker. See his resignation 
letter elsewhere in the Bulletin. 

 We hope you enjoy this new look 
Bulletin and hope that you will all 
find something interesting and 
useful to your own breeding 
programmes within the pages of 
your NZ Budgerigar Society 
Bulletin. 

Annual General Meeting: 
All material for the upcoming AGM will be 
distributed to you via e-mail, if you have 
registered to receive your Bulletin via e-mail, 
or will be posted to you separately to your 
postal address if you do not. Look out for this 
over the coming weeks. This year it will not 
come to you via the Bulletin. 
 

Initiatives in the Pipeline: 
The NZBS Council has approved a range of 
exciting new initiatives to better serve our 
members and we hope that as the updates 
and booklets become available you will be 
pleased with this revamped material. The 
Judges Panel is currently updating the Judges 
Handbook and the Stewards Handbook, the 
first such undertaking since 2004. The 
updated booklets will be printed as soon as 
this process has been completed. We are also 
looking to update and reprint the “Care and 
Management of Exhibition Budgerigars in 
New Zealand” booklet with a view to making 
them available to all new members. You will 
note the change of Bulletin style and we hope 
that this new look and clear bold style will be 
met with enthusiasm by the membership as 
we look to rebrand and build the profile of the 
Society. We would appreciate any feedback or 
ideas in this regard from anyone who has 
ideas or contacts in this area. 
 

N.Z. Budgerigar Society 
Patronage Show 2013 
As advertised in the December Bulletin, this 
Show will be held in Dunedin on 18 and 19 
May 2013 at the Forbury Park Raceway 
Facilities, Victoria Road, Dunedin. We are 
delighted to offer our sincere thanks to the 
Dunedin Bird Club (Inc.) for hosting this Show. 
If you want any information on schedules etc. 
please contact the Club on 
ray.dnbird@xtra.co.nz   We are also delighted 
to announce the presentation of two new cups 
to the BSNZ for presentation at this 
Patronage Show. See the President’s Report 
for more detail on this.  
 

The 2013 Grand National Show 
The Combined Bird Clubs of Hawkes Bay, 
Hastings, Poverty Bay and Tararua are co-
hosting this Grand National Show on 26-28 
July 2013. The event will be held at the 
Rodney Green Centennial Event Centre, 
McLean Park, Napier. Topflight Seed, see the 
advertisement elsewhere in the Bulletin, is the 
main sponsor of this event which promises to 
be a highlight in the Show Calendar again this 
year for all bird fanciers. 
 

President’s 
Report 
by: Tony Grinter, BSNZ, President 
 

Welcome to a new year and also a new look 
newsletter, we have decided to put out an edition 
every 2 months so that we can keep everyone better 
informed of coming events and news from the  
hobby. 

 Jason, who has been doing an excellent job as 
newsletter editor, has tendered his resignation as he 
has feels the prospect of putting out a newsletter 
every 2 months would be too demanding. I wish to 
thank Jason for the hard work that he has done as 
editor over the last 18 months and I am sure that he 
will continue to be a keen member of the hobby. 

The end result of this is that we are looking for a 
new editor for the Bulletin. We are very grateful to 
Sheryl Baron for her work at putting out this edition 
at short notice. 

Planning is well under way for the Budgerigar 
Patronage show being held in conjunction with the 
Dunedin Club show being held on the 18th and 19th 
of May  this year. I hope to see many of you there 
with your birds. This is a terrific opportunity to get 
together and discuss your ideas for the hobby and 
see how your birds compare with other leading 
breeders. This is becoming our premier show for the 
year where the focus is on promoting the best birds 
from each variety and not just trying to find the one 
best adult and best CYCR.  

This year we are proud to have two new cups, which 
have been donated by Dot Gamble to celebrate the 
best bird and best CYCR at this show. These cups 
are to remember the dedication and efforts put into 
the hobby by her late husband Allan, and recognise 
the winning exhibitors in producing outstanding 
show birds. These cups will serve as a permanent 
record for this outstanding show. I wish to thank Dot 
for her generosity in donating these cups and I know 
that we all miss Allan very much. It was always the 
greatest challenge to beat him on the show bench 
and the considerable work that he put into 
improving the standard of the birds available to the 
hobby will always be remembered. 

I do not want to labour the point too much but all 
judges must be vigilant when judging CYCR classes 
this year that any birds with non-society rings must 
be wrong classed. The only rings recognised by the 
Federation for CYCR classes are Budgerigar Society 
rings. I can only hope that this situation does not 
cause too much confusion and disappointment for 
exhibitors and I ask the suppliers of these rings to 
recognise the harm that they are causing to our 
hobby by deliberately trying to confuse members.  

In finishing, I wish you all a great year of breeding 
and exhibiting your birds, and look forward to 
catching up with many of you at some of the shows. 
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Letters to the 
Editor 
by: David Ingoe, BSNZ Councillor 

In reply to a letter in the December 2012 
Bulletin, from Phil Hill, and the Bulletin 
Editor’s response: 

On behalf of the Council of the NZBS, we 
welcome the recent discussion about overseas 
judges and their role and value in the New 
Zealand Show scene, but find it hard to 
understand the criticism of the way the 
overseas judges have been selected. Contrary 
to the implication in the December BZBS 
Bulletin, the overseas judges who have been 
invited to judge at our Shows have all been 
very experienced top judges in their respective 
countries. The brief summary, below, of some 
of the people who have judged or have been 
invited to judge our Shows in NZ, may be 
helpful for members to see the depth of 
experience that these judges offer to the 
improvement of our hobby in New Zealand: 

Ghalib Al Nasser, UK 
Secretary/Treasurer of the World Budgerigar 
Society 
Has Judged in 29 Countries 
Breeding Budgies since 1971 
Became Judge in 1988 
Currently Vice Chairman + Judges Panel 
Chairman BSUK in charge of Judges Training 
Scheme and setting of final tests 
 
Derek Poole, Tasmania, Australia 
Breeding Budgies since 1978 
National Judge since 1997 
Has Judged 3 National Australia Shows 
National Judge Examiner for 8 years 
Currently Judges Coordinator in Tasmania (5 
years) 
Has Judged in NZ and every State in Australia 
 
 
 

 
Janice Al Nasser, UK 
BS Judge since 1995 
Judged in 21 Countries including Britain 
Member of Club Show Committee-BSUK 
Show Patronage Secretary-London and SCBS 
Spangled BBA Treasurer 
 
Malcolm Taylor, South Africa 
Member of the BSSA for 41 years 
On BSSA Management for 25 years-Holding 
positions of Treasurer/Chairman/Vice 
Chairman/Rings 
National Shows Judge in Holland, France, 
Switzerland, Germany as well as South Africa 
Judged 2 shows in UK as well as New Zealand 
and many provincial shows in South Africa 
Given talks to many Countries and throughout 
SA on Breeding and the Show Scenery in SA 
Been on many Panels of discussions on 
Budgies and Breeding  
 
Jean Painter, NSW, Australia 
President of BSNSW-2 years so far 
Joined BSNSW Judges Training School early 
1980’s 
Accredited Judge 1991- National Panel since 
then. 
Judged Australian National Championship 
Show 3 times 
Senior Panel Judge and Trainer/Examiner on 
NSW Judges Panel -18-20 years 
Won Dominant Pied Class at National Show 
2012 
Judged in England (twice), Germany, 
Scotland, NZ 
Has invitation to Judge World Budgerigar 
Show in UK 2014 
Writes articles and lectures and Judges in 
Australia regularly  
 
Roy Blair, Tasmania, Australia 
Breeding and exhibiting since 1971 
State Senior Panel Judge since 1980 
Judged Mount Gambia, Sydney, Adelaide and 
Melbourne and in NZ 2009 
In Tasmania, Adjudicated for every club many 
times and at every State Shield Show since 
1985(bar 2007) 
Currently Colour and Standards Co-ordinator  
ANBC Accredited Judge since 2002-Judged at 
Australian National 2007 
 
Gert Bleicher, Germany- President of World 
Budgerigar Organisation 
Alan Rowe, Australia- Member of ANBC Hall 
of Fame 
Gary Gazard, Australia-  Member of ANBC 
Hall of Fame 
And the following are accredited Australian 
judges: 
Matt Campbell, Australia- 
Craig Buckingham, Australia 
Geoff Wood, Australia 

Alan Baxter,VIC,Australia 
All these Judges have come to NZ to judge at 
Shows at their own expense and to suggest 
that they are in any way substandard is not 
correct, as shown here. There are positives on 
both sides from having these judges here; 
they learn what is different in other countries, 
judging methods etc. and we learn about their 
judging etc. This really is a win-win situation.  
And we must not forget about the social side 
of the fancy, we are all sharing our knowledge 
and learning with these people from all over 
the world. 

It has been suggested that the majority of 
overseas judges who have officiated are no 
better in selecting Class Winners or major 
award winners than any NZ Judges. In fact, in 
Australia, where the majority of our overseas 
judges come from, the judges must pass a 
detailed training programme involving annual 
written exams and practical exams over a 
period of approximately 4-6 years or more to 
reach Senior Panel level in their State. Then to 
become a National Judge, they must pass the 
National written and practical test. 

I would suggest that sceptical NZ fanciers avail 
themselves, as the majority of fanciers have 
done, of the opportunity to attend open 
judging under any overseas judges that they 
come into contact with. This is a great way to 
up-skill as a breeder; learn about how birds are 
viewed in other countries and to improve your 
own skill set as breeders and judges. Breeders 
in New Zealand might also benefit from 
attending a National Show outside of NZ to 
see the standard of judging and the greater 
number of birds per class than we have here in 
the New Zealand setting. 

 In this day and age, and with the use of the 
internet, forums, Facebook and easy travel, 
we should embrace the easy access to 
information and our opportunity to have 
overseas judges at some Shows, who are 
willing to support our New Zealand breeders 
and Shows by their attendance. 

The Budgerigar Society Council encourages 
members to write in to the Bulletin with 
questions, queries and comments and concerns. 
It is a great way for us to get a feel for the needs 
and feelings of the membership and a chance 
for the Council to discuss the topics raised and 
to act upon the input. We hope to hear from 
many of you. 

If you have articles from your own Clubs; your 
knowledge as experienced breeders; or on any 
topic that is relevant to readers, please contact 
the BSNZ Secretary in the first instance: 

budgiesec@barons.co.nz  

mailto:budgiesec@barons.co.nz


Pre-Purchase   
Inspections to 
Prevent Disease 
Transmission 
by: Dr Hamish Baron (B.VSc (Hons) 

 Pre-purchase examinations are common place in 
most livestock industries. They are the first line of 
defense against introduction of unwanted genetics, 
parasites or other infectious disease into a flock, 
herd or aviary. It is a simple process and it is time 
that it became common place in budgerigar aviaries 
throughout New Zealand.  This article is a simple 
introduction to performing a pre-purchase 
examination and is designed to help aviculturists in 
their search for healthy, disease free birds. 
I break my pre-purchase examination into two parts.  
 
First: 

 Distant Examination 

Observe the birds you may want to purchase in the 
flight. Take note of their demeanor – are the bright 
and chatty? Are they active and full of life? If not 
then now is a good time to look elsewhere! Check to 
see how the bird sits on the perch, is it powerful and 
does it dominate the space around it? This is a 
desirable show quality if you intend to exhibit the 
chicks. The distant examination allows you to check 
wing carriage when the bird is relaxed and after 
flying. Are the wings symmetrical and held tight 
against the backline or do they sag and appear 
loose? The latter should be avoided. Check from a 
distance to ensure the bird flies confidently and is an 
all-round healthy bird that warrants closer pre-
purchase examination. 

When performing the examination it is easiest to do 
it in a logical order so as to not miss anything. It is 
important that fanciers find a system which works 
for them so feel free to adapt or modify this to suit 
your needs. 

 Close Examination 
 
The Head                                                                   
 

 Eyes – Should be clear and bright, with 
no matting of feathers or discharge 
present. Check for feathers irritating the 
eye itself and compare the two eyes to 
ensure symmetry. 

 Cere – The cere should look healthy and 
blue on a cock bird, brown /cream on a 
hen and should be of a relatively 
consistent texture. The nostrils should be 
the same size and clear of any discharge. 

 Beak – The top and bottom beak should 
appose, with no malformation or 
malocclusion. 

 Ears – The ears are located on the side of 
the head behind the eye and can be 
visualised by fanning the feathers back 
towards the eye. The ear canal should be 
clean and dry without any discharge. 

 

Hamish Baron –  
ready for a fancy dress party!!           
The Budgie Man. 

The Body 

 Vertebrae -- There should be a straight 
line from the bird’s neck down to its tail. 
There should be no deviation of the 
spine, this can be felt with your fingers as 
you work your way down the birds back. 

 Crop – The crop should sit snuggly 
against the bird’s body when it is 
perching, there should be no obvious 
protrusion of the crop from the neck. 

 Pectoral muscles – The pectoral muscles 
can be felt with the fingers. Overly skinny 
birds or birds whose pectoral girdle (the 
bony prominence in the middle of the 
breast muscles) cannot be felt should be 
avoided. 

 The Vent – Check the vent closely for 
signs of diarrhoea, matted feathers or 
feathers that are covered in black tar-like 
faeces. Birds with any of these signs 
should be avoided or further diagnostics 
should be performed. 

 

The Feathers 

 Wings – Spread each wing and count the 
number of flight feathers – there should 
be eight primary and ten secondary 
flights on each wing. Birds missing 
primary flight feathers or those with 
overly long primary flight feathers should 
be avoided. 

 Tail – Examine the tail closely, there 
should be two primary tail feathers and 
these feathers should be fully formed 
and not have retained feather shafts. 

 Ectoparasites – Examine the feathers of 
the wing and vent closely, sitting just 
next to the main shaft of the feather, you 
may be able to see small white / brown 
spots -- these are feather lice. If your 
property is free of feather lice then these 
birds should be avoided, or treated 
before being introduced into the aviary – 
see my previous article on ectoparasites 
of budgies for further information on 
this. 

The Faeces 

Once you have performed your pre-purchase 
examination, place the bird in a show cage while you 
make your decision. Once released, most 
budgerigars will pass faeces onto the bottom of the 
cage almost immediately. Check these for 
consistency and shape. The dropping should contain 
a small core of white / cream material (urates) 
surrounded by black faecal material. Any birds with 
loose stool or tarry black faeces should be left for 
another day. 

 

Investing in quality stock is an important and often 
costly undertaking. The information in this article 
will, I hope, allow you to rapidly and simply screen 
the stock you wish to introduce into your aviary and 
to avoid common disease states and unhealthy 
birds. It may also give those looking to sell birds a 
sounding board as to what is suitable for sale.  If you 
have any concerns regarding the health of a 
particular bird you wish to purchase, further 
examination can be carried out by an avian 
veterinarian.  This is a practice I would encourage 
with high value birds, or those which may form the 
basis of a future breeding programme. The more 
information you have on the disease states in your 
flock, the better managed your aviary will become 
and the breeding and Show success will follow. 

 
Thanks to Hamish Baron for canvassing the 
membership via the NZBS Facebook page for 
the topic of most interest to the members. If you  
would like to read articles about any specific 
aspect of breeding or showing budgerigars 
please let us know and we will ask our newly 
graduated “Bird Vet” if he can assist with some 
helpful words of advice!  
budgiesec@barons.co.nz  
 
See the Budgerigar Society Facebook page for 
information and forum discussions: 
 
http://www.facebook.com/groups/2097545257
46799/ 

mailto:budgiesec@barons.co.nz
http://www.facebook.com/groups/209754525746799/
http://www.facebook.com/groups/209754525746799/
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Around the 
Clubs: 
Auckland Met Club “Budgie Get 
Together”  

by:  Lynette Howard, Auckland Met Bird 
Club Committee Member and Novice 
Breeder 

We had an awesome day at Vince & Lynn 
Huston’s place on February 16, 2013.  There 
were about 12 to 13 people who came for our 
budgie get-together. It is so great that we can 
learn so much from other breeders!  As a 
Novice I have come a long way with the help of 
all these members of our local Club. Today we 
learnt heaps about breeding and what to feed 
the parents so that we are able to get healthy 
babies, plus we looked at the different stages 
of the youngsters that Vince had. We went 
over, and discussed, all the different fruits and 
vegetables to give them for good growth in 
chicks and healthy diets for breeding pairs.  

This was followed by judging of the birds that 
we had all brought along. This is a great part of 
any get-together as it gives all us beginners a 
chance to understand what the judges are 
looking for in a show bird. We have a lot of fun 
doing this and it is so interesting with all the 
different birds that are there. It also is an 
opportunity for new breeders to gauge how 
their own birds are doing against the other 
birds brought along by more experienced 
breeders. All this learning and sharing was 
followed by a lovely afternoon tea to go with it. 
Thank you to all the budgie members from 
AUCK METRO BIRD CLUB!  I would not have 
got this far without all your help. Thanks, too, 
to Lynn and Vince for a lovely afternoon. 
 

Pied Society Garden Show 
by:  Robyn Grinter, Pied Society Member 
and Champion Breeder 

The Pied Budgie Society Garden Show was 
held at the home of Tony and Robyn Grinter in 
Hamilton on the 23rd February. The day went 
off well with a BBQ lunch in the sun. The 
weather was spectacular although attendance 
was down on past years with everyone 
seeming to have other things on.  However, all 
who attended enjoyed their day out.  

Best Novice went to Alister Garrett with a very 
nice opaline yellow face grey pied cock and 
Best Champion to Jim Ziarno with a light green 
pied. There will be another Pied Society 
Garden Show around the same weekend next 
year. The day was changed to a Saturday this 
year, instead of Sunday, to avoid clashes with 

other events which were being run on Sunday 
(so many bird sales at this time of year and 
other young bird shows too). The Pied Society 
runs an all-pied Garden Show so it is open to 
adult birds and CYCR. 

Perhaps a suggestion for next year could be to 
have a variety of sections into which attendees 
could enter their birds: a CYCR section 
(moulted out birds), a bar head section for 
babies still in their baby feathers, and an AA 
section for adult birds.  

The day was a bit of fun for all and the glorious 
weather and good company made it a day to 
remember for breeders of pied budgerigars. 

Rotorua Bird Sale 
We commend to all of you in close proximity 
to Rotorua, the above Bird Sale. This 
advertisement did not get into the Yearbook, 
as the Club had hoped, and we have placed 
the advertisement here in the hope that this 
will encourage as many of you as possible to 
support this Club sale and consider using the 
BSNZ Bulletin next time you wish to 
advertise your own Club Sales!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Visiting a couple 

of English 

aviaries: 
by: Keith Flockhart 

While in Europe I visited a couple of aviaries 
in England. The first was in Yorkshire and 
was the aviary of Geoff Moore who is a 
champion breeder and judge. Geoff has a small 
aviary similar to many NZ ones, though with 
internal flights and around 16 breeding cages. 
Geoff had a very successful show season picking up 
many awards. His birds were very tidy with good 
head qualities and directional feathering and types 
kept were normals, cinnamons, spangles and 
dominant pieds.  Some of his birds did lack a bit in 
spot size, an area he was working on. I thought the 
overall standard of his birds was very good and 
they were nice balanced show quality birds. He had 
one bird that he showed me which had picked up a 
lot of prizes on the show bench and he informed 
me that it came from an egg he found by the seed 
dishes in the flight and he had placed under a hen, 
so parentage was unknown, but as he said you 
cannot waste eggs and by saving this egg he had 
ended up with a “Good un”. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

An Al-Nasser bird – look at the head and depth of 
mask. 
 The second aviary I visited was that of Ghalib and 
Janice Al Nasser.  Ghalib and Janice need no 
introduction in the bird fancy and are well known 
all over the world. Ghalib is an expert on the rarer 
colours and Janice is also very knowledgeable and 
respected in the fancy. Both have judged and 
lectured extensively all over the world including 
New Zealand. 

They shifted a few years ago and have a large 
aviary with preparation room, large internal area 
and internal flight. They also use portable cages in 
the bird room. These are wheeled cages which are 
made in Europe and cost several thousand pounds    
 
 
 
 

 
A Cuyton bird – 
notice the head feathering. 
 
each. They are very good if there is sufficient room 
available.  
Ghalib and Janice are well known for their rarer 
birds which they did have and I saw slates, 
anthracites and crests to name a few. (Both 
aviaries also had golden-faces which were very 
powerful birds and differ from lemon faces but also 
differ in colour to normal greens)  Janice and 
Ghalib are working hard on their normals and have 
some very strong birds there.  They are using 
foundation stock from a couple of breeders but the 
line which could be easily followed was from birds 
which originated from Jac Cuyten, a Dutch fancier. 
These birds were the most powerful birds and were 
all in the category known as having four wire 
heads. This refers to the width of head which is as 
wide as four wires when bird is in show cage. The 
feather on them was so long that you would 
wonder if they have a similar gene to feather 
dusters which has stopped prior to getting to 
feather duster stage. They do have some issues at 
times with flights on them, but even with the size 
and feathering they breed well.  

 
One of the European flight cages in Ghalib and 
Janice’s aviary. 
 

My overall impression of the birds I saw at both 
aviaries compared to New Zealand, is mainly in 
directional feathering and head quality which is an 
area we need to, and are, working on. But 
considering there were only about 100 birds that 
came into New Zealand and these were not 
necessarily the top of the tree, there has been 
considerable improvement. How we get to these 
“super birds” unless we get another import I am 
not sure so I am not sure if we will be able to get to 
that type of bird. 

One thing I did notice in Britain is there is a huge 
availability of various seeds, remedies and tonics 
etc. for birds which we do not get over here.  The 
other thing was the birds appear better trained and 
more handled than ours do. Each time we looked 
at birds they were caught up or removed from 
breeding cage and after viewing while held,  it was 
into a show cage to look at more closely and every 
time they went in, the birds were on the perch and 
blowing. If this is the case throughout then it must 
make it easier for judges as they would not need to 
train to get birds on perch like we often do. 

This bird would have a four wire head. 

 

I also saw an aviary of budgies which, to say were 
different, would be an understatement These were 
birds known as miniatures in Italy and I think wild 
or feral in Australia.  These have their own 
standard and covered all the normal colours found 
but need to be wild bird size 5 inches and heads 
without directional feathering. Interesting, to say 
the least but one would need to specialise in them 
and keep normal exhibition birds well away from 
them.   

Unfortunately I forgot to photograph the birds but 
I have been able to get some off Ghalib and 
Janice’s website which are probably not as striking 
as I saw in the aviary.  The website is well worth a 
look at:  http://www.al-nasser.co.uk/  The sky blue 
is one of Jac Cuyten’s and if you put his name on 
You Tube there are some nice videos. Ghalib and 
Janice’s aviaries can also be viewed on You Tube if 
you type their name in. 

http://www.al-nasser.co.uk/


Resignation of 
our Bulletin 
Editor: 
by: Jason Walker 

We are saddened to have received the 
following letter from our Bulletin Editor, 
Jason Walker, and share his letter here for 
the information of all.  

“In light of the newly imposed Bulletin 
restrictions and guidelines which are 
effective from February 2013, it is with a 
heavy heart that I resign from the position of 
Editor.  
Had the Council been reasonable enough to 
have consulted me over the feasibility and 
acceptance of such ‘terms and conditions’ 
before imposing them, then things may have 
been different. Council also appear to have 
not considered or accepted other 
suggestions that they were given to improve 
the Bulletin. 
 
I am simply not able to commit to what has 
been decided, the expectations as dictated 
would only result in a lesser quality Bulletin 
being produced. I am not one to do things by 
halves, therefore I must hand over the reins 
to someone who can commit to the newly 
imposed restrictions and guidelines, and who 
is happy to be yet another 
puppet.  Hopefully, at the same time he/she 
will be able to produce an outstanding 
document full of worthwhile and valuable 
content - all for the mere remuneration of an 
annual subscription fee and 50 rings. 
  
The newly imposed restrictions and 
guidelines do also indicate that the Council is 
not particularly interested in an honest and 
transparent Bulletin, not even one that gives 
its members another avenue of 
communication in the way that it should. 
Anyone can write to the Secretary at any 
time about any matter, who in turn may take 
matters to the Council and then duly reply. 
The Bulletin is ‘that other avenue’ – as per 
rule 2 (d). The lack of transparency is 
becoming more and more common within 
the NZBS. 
  
I enjoyed bringing the Bulletin to all and still 
have copious amounts of ideas and 
information which could have taken the 
Bulletin to the next level. The importance of 
providing such information is priceless. At 
least I have been able to share some factual, 
informative and mostly home grown 
information via the Bulletin up until the 
December 2012 issue. The feedback I have 

received is that members have enjoyed the 
Bulletins that I produce and eagerly look 
forward to receiving them. So either the 
membership is wrong or only a select few of 
the membership is wrong i.e. the Council. 
  
I feel that I have given my all to the NZBS 
through the various positions that I have 
held, over many years. These include but are 
not limited to the following; Spangle Special 
Interest Group Co-ordinator, Councillor, Vice 
President, Senior Judges Panel Committee 
Member, BS Panel Judge, Bulletin Editor. 
There comes a time where one feels he/she 
has exhausted all avenues in a sincere 
attempt to do ‘good’ for the hobby or in this 
case the Society, especially when others are 
obviously not singing from the same song 
sheet and clearly do not have the hobby at 
heart. The hobby has become destroyed by 
the actions of a few, whose interests in 
budgerigars are, by its very nature, 
commercial.  
  
It now seems that the time has come for this 
long serving (and once proactive) NZBS 
member to put his efforts into an area where 
it is more genuinely appreciated. I guess you 
could say that my position as Bulletin Editor 
has been my swansong (or the final straw) in 
an attempt to promote the NZBS.  I have in 
no way failed the Society, but feel that the 
Society has failed us all.” 

 

The BSNZ Council was, indeed, very 
disappointed to receive the above letter of 
resignation, especially considering the very 
positive feedback the Council has had 
regarding the quality of this communication 
with the membership. The Council wishes 
Jason well in all his future endeavours and 
thanks him, most sincerely, for his efforts on 
behalf of the BSNZ over many years, but most 
recently as Bulletin Editor. 

NEW Bulletin 
Advertising 
Rates: 
As mentioned in the Council Chatter section 
the Council is pleased to have approved 
reduced rates for advertisers wishing to 
advertise in the BSNZ Bulletin. If you are a 
breeder, own a business or have friends who 
might benefit from advertising their wares to 
the membership these new rates may be of 
interest to you! 

These new rates may be more appealing to 
many of you who have goods and services of 
interest to those who breed and show 
budgerigars: 

½ page $30.00 for the full year  

¼ page $15 for the full year 

If you are interested in discussing advertising 
please contact the Secretary, BSNZ in the 
first instance, who will be delighted to hear 
from you! 

budgiesec@barons.co.nz   

mailto:budgiesec@barons.co.nz
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Letter received 
from the 
Federation with 
respect to non-
BSNZ rings: 

“The Management Committee advises that 
birds rung with the rings being sold by the 
non-affiliated group may not be shown in 
CYCR classes at a Federation Show.  

Only birds rung with BS rings may be 
shown in CYCR classes as per rule 20 on 
page 270 of the Show Rules and 
Regulations, 2013 yearbook. 

However birds rung with non BS rings 
(permitted types are ‘aluminium’ only, 
coloured or uncoloured, numbered or un-
numbered) may be shown in AA classes. 

It is suggested that you instruct your 
Judges prior to this show season to wrong 
class any birds rung with non BS rings 
which are shown in the CYCR classes, as 
per Show Rule 11f by nominating the 
correct class.”

To assist members in the process of planning 
their season ahead we have printed here the 
letter we have received from the The NZ 
Federation of Bird Clubs (Inc.) in response 
to our letter requesting clarification of the 
problem facing our judges in the upcoming 
Show season. We would ask that members 
please be aware of the Federation rules 
surrounding the rings used by breeders of all 
types of cage birds. This does not only apply 
to budgerigars. 

 

Are you ready 
for a holiday 
in sunny 
Queensland? 
 

Why not? Here is a chance for you to 
combine a break away in sunny [rainy at 
the moment by all accounts!]  Queensland 
with the opportunity to see on show some 
of the best budgerigars in Australia! The 2013 
Australian National Budgerigar Council Show 
will be held in Toowoomba and hosted by the 
South Queensland Budgerigar Breeders 
Association. A group of enthusiasts from 
New Zealand have already booked and paid 
for their tickets to attend the Nationals but it 
is not too late for you to be a part of the 
action!!   

This is an opportunity for New Zealand 
breeders to have a look at the best birds 
being bred in Australia, to meet the breeders 
and talk to experienced judges.  

 

STOP PRESS: 
The BSNZ is delighted to inform those 
members who have not heard, from the 
February/March edition of Budgerigar, the 
Official Publication of the Budgerigar Society 
of New South Wales, of the award of the 

GOULD AWARD 2012 to Warren Wilson.  
We offer to Warren our heartiest 
congratulations from all in the Budgerigar 
Society of New Zealand.  

 

June 14 – 19, 2013 Toowoomba, 
Queensland, Australia 

 If you are interested in joining the group      
e-mail now for further details and 
information on the aviary tours and other 
special events and activities as well as full 
dates. 

 

FOR MORE DETAILS 

 If you are interested in combining a holiday 
with learning more about our hobby please 
do contact the BSNZ Council through the 
Secretary budgiesec@barons.co.nz or to     
1 Pukehana Ave; Epsom, Auckland 1023 


